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Abstract: Electric vehicles (EVs) are envisaged to be the future transportation medium, and
demonstrate energy efficiency levels much higher than conventional gasoline or diesel-based vehicles.
However, the sustainability of EVs is only justified if the electricity used to charge these EVs is availed
from a sustainable source of energy and not from any fossil fuel or carbon generating source. In
this paper, the challenges of the EV charging stations are discussed while highlighting the growing
use of distributed generators in the modern electrical grid system. The benefits of the adoption of
photovoltaic (PV) sources along with battery storage devices are studied. A multiport converter
is proposed for integrating the PV, charging docks, and energy storage device (ESD) with the grid
system. In order to control the bidirectional flow between the generating sources and the loads, an
intelligent energy management system is proposed by adapting particle swarm optimization for
efficient switching between the sources. The proposed system is simulated using MATLAB/Simulink
environment, and the results depicted fast switching between the sources and less switching time
without obstructing the fast charging to the EVs.

Keywords: Grid Connected Photovoltaic Systems (GCPVS); Energy Storage Device (ESD); Electric
Vehicle (EV); Multiport Converter (MPC); Intelligent Energy Management System (iEMS)

1. Introduction

The current environmental challenges of reducing greenhouse gases and the potential shortage of
fossil fuels motivate widespread research on electric vehicle (EV) systems [1]. However, the research
on EVs is highly impacted by the consumer disposition for switching to EVs as an alternative for
conventional internal combustion engine vehicles. This willingness is the main factor in forecasting
future demand for EVs. In Reference [2], the authors depicted that the charging time is one of the main
challenges that the EV industry is facing. Generally, the EV charging levels are classified according to
their power charging rates [3]. Overnight charging takes place in level I, as the EVs are plugged to a
convenient power outlet (120 V) for slow charging (1.5–2.5 kW) over long hours. The main concern
of level-I is the long charging time, which renders this charging level unsuitable for long driving
cycles when more than one charging operation is needed. Moreover, from the electrical grid operation
point of view, the long charging hours at night overloads the distribution transformers as they are not
allowed to rest in a grid system with a high number of connected EVs [4]. Level-II charging requires
a 240 V outlet; thus, it is characteristically used as the prime charging means for public and private
facilities. This charging level is capable of supplying power in the range of 4–6.6 kW over a period
of 3–6 h to restock the depleted EV batteries. The time required is still the main drawback in this
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charging level. Additionally, voltage sags and high-power losses in an electrical grid system with a
high penetration of level II charging are some of the challenges that are facing its widespread. Control
and coordination in level II would reduce the negative impacts of level-II charging [5]; however, this
requires an extensive communication system to be adopted.

In general, both levels-I and II require single-phase power sources with onboard vehicle chargers.
On the contrary, three-phase power systems are used with off-board chargers for level III fast charging
rates (50–75 kW). The use of fast charging stations significantly reduces the EV charging time for a
complete charging cycle. Additionally, widespread deployment of fast EV charging stations across the
urban and the residential areas would eliminate the EV range anxiety concern [6,7]. However, the
high-power charging rates are essential over a short interval of time for level-III charging impose a very
high demand on the utility grid [8,9]. The current grid infrastructure is not capable of supporting the
desired high charging rates of level-III. Thus, accomplishing fast charging rates while solely depending
on the electrical grid does require not only the improvement of the charging system, but also the
improvement of the electrical grid capacity. Additionally, drawing large amounts of current from
the electrical grid will increase the utility charges especially at the peak hours and consequently
will increase the system cost. The impact of an EV charging station load on electric grid systems is
thoroughly discussed in Reference [10].

A possible solutions to these challenges could be the installation of a distributed generator (DG)
near the fast charging station site, as it generates electrical supply that is projected towards on-site
use [11]. A few decades ago, a number of developments began to change the basics of operation of the
electrical grid industry leading to the rise of DGs. The ambitious targets of the higher deployment
rates of the DGs into the electrical pool is achievable, due to advancement of technologies, and the
enhancements, in the fields of power electronics and smart grids. Additionally, new regulations and
policies are continuously issued favoring the distributed generation and the net metering concepts.
However, the type of energy used in fueling the deployed DG sources on the demand side is a decisive
factor in the economic viability of the DGs concept in today’s electrical distribution market.

Regarding the distributed generation, renewable energy sources (RES) have a distinct advantage
in their ability to be deployed in residential and urban areas, due to their environmentally friendly
operation and minimal maintenance requirements. Consequently, photovoltaics (PV) are considered
as an effective solution, due to its sustainability and ubiquity. The major advantage with PV systems is,
they are effectively utilized for different power generation levels starting from low-power domestic
applications to mega power PV based power plants. The grid-connected PV installations are utilized
with deeper penetrating levels compared to the standalone PV installations. This is due to the
continuous reliance on the electric grid as a stable source/load that can compensate for the PV power
fluctuations. In Reference [12], research by George et al. simulated a solar energy-based charging
station by considering the decongestive knots in the capacity of network distribution systems.

In the proposed system, PV operates as grid-tied DG source. Solar energy is a preferable DG
source in EV charging applications for two reasons:

1. The PV panels are more effective than other renewables in populated and residential areas, due
to their noise-free operation and low maintenance requirements.

2. PV panels generate most of their energy during the highly priced grid tariff hours of the electrical
grid. Thus, the EV charging stations can offset the high-cost electricity with solar energy during
peak hours.

The PV power production is highly impacted by the ambient temperature and solar insolation
levels, which causes discontinuity of operation. Consequently, connecting the PV panels directly to the
load without any subsidiary systems leads to a negative impact on the performance of the connected
electrical loads. One of the applicable solutions for the aforementioned challenge is the design of a
hybrid RESs system using various RESs, which can relatively offset a portion of the local fluctuations in
every generation unit. However, this requires an appropriate selection of the most suitable generation
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technologies, as well as a proper sizing of the (RES) [13]. The combination of PV sources with wind
energy is explored in Reference [14]. However, such a system requires either the insertion of storage
devices or a connection point to the electrical grid in order to support the necessary loads continuously.
The authors in Reference [15] presented the use of a PV source with fuel cells to meet the requirements
of a residential load. In doing so, a reserve capacity had to be maintained at the PV source to supply
the load changes as the fuel cells technology instills a slow dynamic response. This leads to a deviation
between the PV maximum power point (MPP) and the system operating point. A hybrid system,
composed of PV/fuel-cells/ultra-capacitors, is used in Reference [16] to accommodate these challenges.
In this study, the ultracapacitors are selected, due to their fast-dynamic response, which leads to their
ability to mitigate the rapid fluctuations of the PV power while continuously tracking the PV MPP.
However, this configuration fails to meet the load demands during extended hours of low insolation
level conditions (e.g., night hours or shady days).

Under such scenarios, storage devices can play a key role in the integrated RES. The literature
contains different examples of RES combined with energy storage systems. Various energy storage
technologies are studied in the literature to be connected with the wind generators, hydrogen cells,
and ultracapacitors [17–19] in order to provide steady output power to the electrical loads.

The authors in Reference [20] introduced the use of distributed batteries in a grid-tied PV power
plant to improve energy production. Achieving a constant power production from the PV power plant
is the main defined objective of inserting an energy storage system, as shown in Reference [21]. In
Reference [22], a storage battery is added to the grid-connected PV system to reduce the PV power
fluctuations in a defined range within a particular period of time while maximizing the revenue. This
is motivated by meeting the utilities regulations and restrictions on the PV power injected to the grid.

Therefore, from the literature, the advantages of integrating battery storage devices with PV
power in order to attain a stable power supply at a minimal operating cost is observed. In this research,
energy storage batteries are coupled with PV panels in a grid-tied system. The proposed hybrid system
is designed to provide means of fast charging for EVs. In this paper, energy storage devices, such
as batteries, are suggested to be combined with PV sources to sustain the continuous power supply
to the connected loads regardless of the power fluctuations in the PV sources [23]. Additionally, the
integration of the grid with hybrid PV-battery system allows for a higher degree of deregulation on the
demand side, which may result in achieving lower running costs for high performance.

The objective of this paper is to provide a grid-connected PV system with energy storage device
based fast charging solution for transportation infrastructure for high EV penetrations. An efficient
configuration of the proposed system using a multiport converter (MPC) and an optimal power flow
management tool are both desirable to supply the demanded high-power charging rates. Thus, new
converter topologies are presented in this paper, and the novel power flow management proposed could
result in a more efficient operation of the system. An overall image of the proposed grid-connected PV
system with energy storage devise for the EV charging station is shown in Figure 1. The presented
hybrid system is utilizing DG technology by the adoption of the PV/battery sources on the demand side.
These DG sources are connected to the electrical grid in a grid-tied system to provide fast charging
power rates to the EVs. Further sections of the paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 depicts the
charging scenarios available for EVs. Section 3 examines the various PV–EV charging architectures
and different converters available for integrating the PV, EV, and ESD with the grid. Section 4 depicts
the intelligent energy management and dynamic power flow between the various sources and loads in
a grid-connected PV–EV with ESD. Section 5 discusses the methodology for formulating the objective
function for power flow optimization using particle swarm optimization (PSO). Section 6 presents
the experimental analysis of the proposed system under different modes of operation, and the results
depict the efficiency of the proposed control and management techniques.
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Figure 1. An overview of the proposed hybrid system.

2. EV Charging Scenario

As renewable energy is the future of power generation, it is necessary that it is considered for
electric vehicle charging as well. PV panel-based EV charging station is being established in many
countries. For understanding the solar-powered EV charging infrastructure [24], it is necessary to
realize the existing EV–PV system, which is in use already by the industries or are in the development
stage by a different academic institution.

EV Charging

EV charging can be performed by AC [3], as well as DC [25]. Power obtained from the grid is
converted into DC for recharging the battery. Range of power required for charging varies for HEV,
PHEV, and PEV.

Pcp = VevhIevh, (1)

where Pcp denotes Power of DC charge, Vevh voltage for electric vehicle charging and Ievh represents
current required for charging the electric vehicle.

Ecp =

∫ tcp

0
Pcedt, (2)

where Ecp is the energy delivered by the batter over tcp period.
When AC based charging is performed on EV, an AC/DC power converter is required for

connecting the battery with the 1- or 3-phase system. AC charger used globally can be categorized into
three types.

Type 1: It is a single-phase charging method generally adopted by the US (SAE J1772-2009) [26].
Three pin plugs are used for charging (phase, earth and neutral).

Type 2: It is a single, and three-phase charging method generally adopted by Europe
(VDE-AR-E-2623-2-2) [27]. Three-phase plugs contain five pins (Phase 1, Phase 2, Phase 3, neutral
and earth).

Type 3: It is a single, and three-phase charging method generally adopted by Alliance.
As per IEC 61851-1 standards [28], the charging can be classified into four modes of operation.

Both mode 1 and 2 derive from the standard power socket. In the case of mode 2, inbuild protection is
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provided to the system. Mode 3 consists of electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), which ensures
protection and control functionality to be present in chargers. Mode 4 discuss the DC-based charging,
which is generally accounted when the power of the electric vehicle is more than 50 kW. DC-based
charger reduces the requirement of AC/DC converter on board hence reducing the space and weight
constraint of onboard chargers. The most commonly used DC charger is a combined charging system
(CCS) [29], Type 4 CHAdeMO [30] and Tesla dual charger [31]. The major benefit of using a DC-based
charging is that a bidirectional flow can be created between vehicle to home, building, load, grid or
any other power deficit system easily.

Economical and sustainability are two of the merit for using PV systems for electric vehicle
charging. The implementation of solar energy for charging results in higher efficiency regarding the
contacts of fuel usage and the life cycle of the battery [32]. As it can be determined from the discussion
above DC-based charging is mostly preferred for PV based EV charging. As both the EV and PV are
of DC nature, it’s easy to implement, and there is a possibility of smart charging, which indicates
the variation of charge concerning time. V2G can also be achieved easily by the implementation of
DC charging.

For charging the EVs from solar energy, various architecture can be implemented. EVSE based
charging in case of grid connection is implemented for charging EV directly for AC grid. Two of the
conventional power converters that can be implemented for the integration of PV, EV, and grid are (i)
Multi port-based converters for PV, EV, and grid integration. (ii) Separated power converters for EV,
PV, and grid with common point interlink. AC or DC interconnects are required between different
power converters. They help in interconnection the PV power amongst different EV and EV power to
the grid. From the power converter types mentioned four types of architecture could be deduced for
charging of electric vehicles.

Architecture 1: AC interconnection along with separate converter for PV and EV
The separate converter is used for PV panel and EV charging and discharging. PV panel consists

of a DC/AC converter with maximum power point tracking (MPPT), whereas the AC/DC converter is
implemented at the EV end. A grid of 50 Hz has a major role to play in this architecture as all the power
is passed through the grid. The major drawback is that DC power generated by PV can’t be directly
used for EV charging, creating an unnecessary requirement of DC to AC and AC to DC conversion in
the process.

Architecture 2: DC interconnection along with separate converter for PV and EV
In this architecture, both PV and EV requires a DC/DC converter. For EV charge control needed to

be present with converter, whereas, for PV, an MPPT controller is required. DC interconnection helps
in the utilization of DC power from the PV for battery charging directly. For grid interconnection, a
central inverter is used. The central inverter is vital as it draws power from PV and EV depending on
the demand side requirement. Separate construction of DC interconnection makes the architecture less
desirable as the existing AC base infrastructure is not utilized to its full extent.

Architecture 3: AC interconnection along with multiport converter for PV and EV
In this architecture, the PV–EV and grid are interconnected to a central DC link using multiport

converters. With the help of grid multiple, MPC relates to each other. Because of the interconnection
control of the system becomes easy along with low effective cost and high-power density. The previous
architecture used communication-based control, whereas in this architecture, control is provided
directly via MPC. One of the major disadvantages of this system is that DC for PV using one MPC
can’t be used to charge the EV connected to alternative MPC without AC conversion.

Architecture 4: DC interconnection along with multiport converter for PV and EV
This architecture consists of merit from architecture 2 and 3. MPC is used for interconnection of

PV and EV. DC interconnection is used to link different MPC. The grid is connected to the system with
the help of a high-power central inverter. All the architectures corresponding to charging of EV from
PV are depicted in Figure 2.
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3. PV Assisted EV Charging

This section examines the design of charging infrastructure for an electric vehicle with the help of
PV panels. The proposed system can be adapted for residential areas and workplaces to charge electric
cars as per the convenience of the EV user. The major objective here is to maximize the use of PV energy
for EV charging by utilizing energy storage systems and minimize the energy exchange with the grid.

3.1. System Design Architectures for Solar-Powered Charging Stations

Messenger [33], and Stapleton [34] suggest that for any PV based system to operate effectively,
the entire system design should be done by considering the parametric and location constraints for
installation of PV systems, load requirements, and electric codes as per the location. Considering these
constraints, there are three major types of system design for charging stations: Off-grid PV system
with energy storage device (ESD), grid-connected PV (GCPV) system with ESD, and GCPV system
without ESD. Conventionally, an off-grid PV system with ESD type of architecture is used for EV
charging stations. In this architecture, energy from the PV module and, ESD (battery) together is
used for meeting the load power requirements, and any excess power is fed back into ESD. The major
drawback with this system is that effective utilization of this type of architecture can be only done if an
external control system is incorporated. Apart from the control aspect, the system is not reliable, due
to its dependency on solar irradiance [35]. In order to overcome these drawbacks, charging stations
associated with the GCPV System without ESD were implemented. In this type of architecture, the
PV power generation is mainly used for meeting the load power requirements and the excess power
other than charging EV load is injected into the grid. The grid acts as a storage unit in this type of
architecture. The only disadvantage of this system is, loss of energy storage capabilities with grid
failure could pose a difficulty to meet load requirements.

Considering all these concerns and constraints, the GCPV System with ESD is developed in this
research. The basic structure of this system is shown in Figure 1. The major advantage with this system
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is, it is more reliable when compared to the conventional systems like this it will continue to satisfy
loads even when the grid fails. Also, it can be designed to have less reliance on the grid.

Apart from it, 100% utilization of time to use (TOU) pricing is possible in this type of system with
the presence of an additional controller to control the power injected into the grid from the DC side.

3.2. Power Converter Types for Grid Connected PV with ESD Assisted EV Charging

A grid-connected PV with energy storage device assisted EV charging system would involve the
PV system, AC grid, energy storage device, EV and a power electronic converter interface to combine
and link them. This converter must be capable of enabling the charging of EV from all the three utilities,
i.e., PV and AC grid and facilitate charging of EVs and ESD from both the sources. This operation will
guarantee that the grid can support the EV through G2V during the absence of PV and ESD and can
charge the ESD for emergency power requirements. In this section, an optimal multiport converter
topology that integrates EV, PV and the AC grid are proposed. The need to design such an optimal
topology is necessary to ensure that the converter has low cost, high power density, and high efficiency.
Conventionally, an optimal converter topology is chosen by considering several parameters, such as
converter volume, efficiency, the number of components, controllability, ripples, and opportunity for
efficiency improvement.

3.2.1. DC Link-Based Converter

Considering the above parameters, initially, the converter types are designed based on a DC-link.
These types of systems act as a high voltage energy buffer among the ports. Conventionally, there are
3 sub converters in a DC-link based multiport converter with multiple converter topologies. These
control strategies include a boost converter and MPPT algorithm integrated with the PV array for
maximum power, a buck-boost converter for controlling the charging needs of EV and ESD. The
complete setup is linked to the local grid with the help of a voltage source converter, which operates
bidirectionally and which is accountable for power stability with the grid. The major advantage with
such topology is, it’s simple power flow between PV and EV, and minimized DC/AC conversion losses.
This topology also improves the AC/DC conversion of VSC for charging the EVs during peak load
and when both PV and ESD were exhausted. Apart from the advantages mentioned, the topology
possesses some major drawbacks, due to its large DC link capacitors and multiple controllers for
each sub-converter.

3.2.2. Impedance-Network Based

Carli [35], Rasinab [36], and Rasin [37] discussed impedance network based multiport converter
topology. These converters deal with a variable DC-link voltage connected with a secluded DC-DC
converter for EV charging. These converters have major advantages, due to their low component
count, which improves the reliability of the system. The converter topology also has an advantage over
fewer control algorithms. The major drawback for such type of converters is that it is most intrinsically
modular and has very high control complexity, due to variable DC link voltage. The system architecture
of both DC link based multiport converter and impedance network-based converter is depicted in
Figure 3a,b.
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3.3. Multiport Converter

For this research, the DC link based multiport converters are used with modified control and
intelligent energy management system. There are two types of multiport converters, as shown in
Figure 4.
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The major difference between both the possible MPC’s is the capability of isolating PV panels
from the grid. The Figure 4 depicts that, both the topologies adapt a central DC-link available within
the DC-DC converter. For efficient power flow management, the DC link voltage rating must be higher
than the peak voltage of the system. In Figure 4a, a non-isolated DC/DC converter is adapted for
achieving maximum power from the PV array. A high-frequency DC-DC conversion is adapted for
EV charging station by adding a high-frequency transformer between the conversion process as per
IEC 61727. For this research, the converter topology in Figure 4a is considered and tested with the
proposed energy management strategy.

4. Power Flow Management

In order to design the proposed system configuration, the flow of the power between the four
main elements in this system needs to be explored. The main elements are the connecting electrical
grid, the PV sources, the battery storage and the EVs charging load. The decision on the need for
a bi-directional power flow power electronic system, along with their sizing requirements, can be
decided based on power flow management. Consequently, the research attempts to solve the power
flow management problem by introducing their applicability on the studied application.

Conventionally, the power flow in a grid-connected PV/battery system is predefined by heuristic
rules that consider the load demand, the PV insolation levels and the off-peak utility hours [38].
However, a dynamic grid tariff complicates the solution of the proposed system further. In a dynamic
grid tariff system, the operation of the PV/battery system using the simplified heuristic rules will
provide running cost solutions that largely deviate from the minimal cost operation. Thus, the research
in this area has taken on an accelerated path.

In Reference [39], a Lagrangian relaxation technique is applied to determine the optimal hourly
battery charging or discharging current, where the objective is to maximize the contribution of the
hybrid system to the grid. The proposed technique in Reference [39] assumes there is no dispatch cost
associated with the PV/Battery output power. This leads to the negligence of the battery degradation
cost and its advisable operating conditions. Additionally, the formulation of the problem is limited to a
thermally based electrical grid system. A predefined rule-based model is presented in Reference [40]
where the battery energy storage is integrated into the renewable energy system in order to enable the
PV source to act as a dispatchable unit on an hourly basis. The objective of the battery storage utilization
in this paper leads to solutions that are not necessarily minimizing the running cost. Additionally, the
system is sensitive to solar power forecasts.

From the above literature, it is observed that, initially, the problem formulation should account
for the aging factor of the battery in order to extend the battery lifetime, and thus, increase the system
reliability. The desired power flow management topology has to accommodate non-linear functions.
This allows the generalization of the developed topology on different operating scenarios. An online
error compensation stage has to be included in the topology to allow the system to operate effectively
at mismatching conditions and forecasting deviations. Lastly, the online optimization stage should
be designed to operate with low computational time, which makes it easily integrated into real-time
controllers. Study regarding intelligent energy management strategy and dynamic power allocation is
required in order to overcome these drawbacks and achieve the proposed optimization.

4.1. Intelligent Energy Management Strategy

The EV–PV charger in its present structure will probably charge the EV from sun-based energy,
yet it does not possess any knowledge of its own. The energy price will remain low in early hours
of the day as per the forecasting; hence morning period is advantageous to charge EV from the grid.
While sunny afternoons provide advantage for charging from the solar. For the realization of control of
EV–PV system, smart charging algorithm necessary.
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The situation of charging the vehicles at parking stations has been considered where every vehicle
has a predictable time of accessibility as load. The user defines the charge time window as input while
parking the vehicle, and the other preferences of the user could be pricing, type of charge, etc.

The other characterization of the vehicles is its capacity, chemistry, open circuit voltage level, state
of charge, temperature, etc. Depending upon the user preference and battery properties every vehicle
will assign the power to the system. Hence to conclude, energy utilization of the system is optimized
by considering customer preferences and load attributes using dynamic power management for loads.
The control techniques, advanced demand-side power management and clients’ preferences in utility
services are the main objectives for grid design. For that purpose, a given system has been designed to
show the elements of the smart grid. The basic structure of the complete system is shown in Figure 5.
This system accomplishes all the merits discussed and designed using energy management system,
power grid, charging and battery loads. The iEMS used to control every parking deck, and these
parking decks are made of multiple loads.
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All the information related to the power available and the pricing as per the time period at the
grid side is automatically updated to the iEMS. This process helps in simultaneously monitoring the
multiple converters for making real-time decisions by iEMS.

4.2. Dynamic Power Allocation for Energy Management at EV Charging Station

The primary components of the system are EVs, ESD, energy management systems and the power
grid (utility). We consider vehicles clustered in parking decks, with each parking deck under the
control of an iEMS. Essentially, a cluster of vehicles and an energy storage device being controlled
by an iEMS is a manageable load for the grid. The iEMS acts as an interface between the vehicles
and the utility. Information about available power and pricing is regularly updated to the iEMS;
multiple chargers at a parking deck are then simultaneously supervised and controlled according to
the real-time inferences made by it.

At the time of plug-in, the customer will specify their preferences on the type of charge desired,
estimated time of availability, willingness to participate in V2G, the price they are willing to pay for
charging, etc. This information may be entered via an interface within the vehicle itself or an external
user GUI available at the parking deck or from an internet profile maintained by the user for that
vehicle [41]. The parking deck can be equipped with an intelligent charger at each vehicle parking
space, capable of acquiring the vehicle battery state and relaying it to the iEMS via a communication
medium; alternatively, each EV could be communication enabled, capable of sending its battery data
to the iEMS.
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The electric load that can be sustained by the utility from a parking lot will change during the
course of the day as the system load varies. For vehicles willing to provide electricity back to the
grid, opportunities could also arise for V2G operation depending on the grid requirements. Thus, the
varying price of electricity can also be incorporated into the system information for better decision
making. Using the information from the utility and the vehicles, the iEMS will make a real-time
decision on power sharing to each vehicle and communicate this to the intelligent chargers.

Since the state of the system is continually changing with the arrival and departure of vehicles and
changing power requirements from the utility, the system states are sampled at regular time intervals
as the power allocation needs to be recomputed each time a vehicle plugs in/out, or there is a change in
power availability. The system is hybrid in nature; its event-based character arises from the plug-in,
plug-out activity and sampling time steps used by the iEMS for making its decisions. Moreover, the
process of vehicle charging is continuous with a non-linear power consumption curve, which varies
dynamically. The randomness of the preliminary states of charge, plug-in and out times and varying
power curves introduce dynamicity in the system, which makes the optimization for power allocation
a large scale, nonlinear, time-varying multi-objective problem with multiple constraints. In the ensuing
sections, we provide a framework for system modeling and operation, addressing system goals and
constraints along with optimization on a chosen objective.

4.2.1. System Modeling

The interactions in the system occur between the iEMS and the utility on the one hand and the
loads (vehicles) and the iEMS on the other. The iEMS acts as broker agent, taking information about
the power available from the utility on the one hand (can also be the transformer rating at the parking
deck), and the vehicle battery states and user preferences on the other hand. It makes a decision on
power allocation which is optimal in terms of satisfying both the parties. The system components can
be modeled on ‘Agents Based Approach’ [42], in which each entity has a set of attributes, states, and
functions and the entities interact with each other in order to achieve individual and system goals.

4.2.2. Optimization Objectives

A number of objectives are possible for the problem. Many objectives can be formulated around
user preferences. For example, the minimization of the time taken to charge the vehicle battery for all
the users, according to the price they are willing to pay. For users that do not mind compromising
on the time and would like to charge at the lowest prices, the objective could be to only charge when
the electricity cost is below a threshold. If the vehicle to the grid is also activated when the power
flow could be facilitated such that profit to each user is maximized [43]. Another objective could be to
minimize the overall power consumption (if desired by utility) while trying to guarantee a minimum
threshold SoC (say, 60%) for each vehicle. In this paper an optimization problem is formulated along
with the required constraints and the operating cost function is chosen as a combination of electricity
grid prices and the battery degradation cost. The proposed optimization procedure uses PSO, which
acts as a prediction layer for forecasting the system operation. This data is further processed for
switching between the different sources as per the load requirement and power available.

4.2.3. System Constraints

The primary constraint considered here is the power available from the utility. Type of charge
(slow, medium, fast), time of availability in the parking lot, the minimum desired state of charge at
plug-out, maximum price the user is willing to pay for charging, the maximum power that can be
absorbed by a vehicle battery, other battery requirements, etc. are other possible constraints. The user
could also specify the number of miles he/she plans to drive after plug out, in which case, the SoC for
achieving this will be guaranteed at plug-out. Another constraint for the iEMS could be in terms of
the layout of the parking deck, the sizing and capacity of the cables will place a limit on the power
that can be channeled to each vehicle(s). For a more robust system, we could consider the abrupt
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plug-out by a user before the stated time, and in this case, the aim would be having some fairness in
the SoC distribution at every time step to have a reasonable SoC even before plug-out. Additional
constraints in the system could be in terms of the bandwidth availability of the communication channel
for sampling the states of the vehicles, which would limit the sampling time. System performance
with packet delays and drops could also be evaluated. The final goal of the iEMS is to be flexible in
terms of accommodating multiple objectives for different users. It also opens up the opportunity of
dividing the station into clusters, grouping vehicles/users with common objectives and assigning the
responsibility of optimizing on each cluster to a sub-iEMS thereby translating the problem into the
arena of distributed control. The decision on how much power to allocate to each sub-iEMS will be
made by the central iEMS or could also result from bidding actions by the sub-iEMSs.

4.3. Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO is an iterative stochastic optimization algorithm, which is derived from studying the pattern
in which a flock of birds or schools of fish travels [44]. Multi-dimension solution space is searched
by the algorithm by collective search containing different particles and the best solution found by
the other particles are communicated. The communication enables the system to take an informed a
decision about the movement of each particle to find the best solution available global. Weighting
factor and random variations are also considered in the algorithm to prevent any early convergence
whenever local minimum is present.

Following the analysis in Reference [45], the electric vehicle system constraints are adapted from
Reference [46]. Each constraint is defined by the user in the EV-iEMS. A given day is fragmented up
into different intervals as per the irradiance variation pattern.

5. Methodology

The initial configuration of the grid-connected PV system with an energy storage device, explored
in this paper is shown in Figure 1. The PV array, energy storage, and EV charging station (EV load) are
connected at the DC link through a high frequency DC/DC converter. An interconnection between
the DC link and the electric grid is achieved using a bi-directional AC/DC converter. The DC/DC
converter used at the energy storage is a bi-directional power electronic interfacing converter to allows
smooth operation during the battery charging and discharging modes. However, the uniqueness
of this study is the reliance on the proposed configuration on the power flow management results.
Thus, the shown configuration will be developed at the end of this section to reflect the findings of
the optimal power flow operation through a given period of operation. The battery power (Pb) is
considered to be negative while it is charging and positive during discharging. All the charging slots,
and additional loads connected with the system are summed up to form the load power (PL). Here,
the load power (PL) is considered positive in all the cases as neither the battery storage, nor the EV
supply power back to the grid. The grid power (PG) is negative while the distributed generation feeds
power into the grid, and it is considered positive when the grid is satisfying the loads.

Power flow management methodology is developed by considering all the operating modes
and assumptions. Initially, the forecasting data regarding the weather conditions in the area, power
generation both from PV and grid, grid tariff and the power consumption profiles of auxiliary loads
and the EV charging loads are considered for a particular time period. The process of determining
the forecasted data and the grid tariffs were thoroughly discussed in the literature and can be
applicable [47,48].

Once the forecasted data and the grid tariffs were obtained, the objective function is defined.
The defined objective function aims at optimal power scheduling between the power sources and
energy storage for minimizing the daily running cost of the system. In this paper PSO method, as
discussed in this section, is used to define the optimization problem. In this paper, the implementation
of PSO for power flow optimization is considered to be a predictive upper-level optimization stage,
where the process is based on early forecasted data. The system measurements considered for this
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methodology are, PV output power (PPV), grid power (PG), load power (PL), SOC of ESD and EVs,
and grid tariff (GT).

The power balancing equation for GCPVS with ESD is given by Equation (3), and the state of
charge of the ESD and EVs is estimated using Equation (4):

Pb(t) = PL(t) − Ppv(t) − PG(t), (3)

SOC(t) = SOC(t− ∆t) −
Pb(t)∆t

Q
, (4)

where ∆t is the time interval, and Q is the SOC of battery at the time of power exchange.
The system operation is constrained by the following limits.

SOCmin ≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax, (5)

Pbmin ≤ Pb(t) ≤ Pbmax , (6)

PGmin ≤ PG(t) ≤ PGmax . (7)

The system constraints defined in Equations (5) and (6) are considered for improving the battery
lifetime, while Equation (7) defines the limits for utilizing power from the grid. At any given time (t),
the total cost of the system is expressed as:

CT(t) = CG(t) + CBD(t), (8)

where CT(t) is the total cost of the system, CG(t) is the operating cost of grid CBD(t) is the degradation
cost of the battery.

By considering the above equations, the system objective function for operating the system for a
given time period is given by Equation (9).

Min(CT) = Min
∑t=T

t=0
[CG(t) + CBD(t)], (9)

where the grid operating cost CG(t) is given in Equation (10):

CG(t) = GT(t)PG(t)∆t. (10)

However, the process of developing the degradation cost function for the energy storage device is
a complex process it involves various independent factors [49]. The three major aspects impacting
the operation, lifetime and health of the ESDs are battery temperature [50], average SOC [51], and the
depth of discharge (DOD) [52].

By considering the temperature impact, both the charging and discharging process affect the
temperatures of the ESD. This phenomenon directly affects the average power (Pavg) drawn from or to
the battery as given in Equation (11). In order to account for temperature variations in both the charging
and the discharging scenarios the absolute of average temperature is considered in the equation.

T = Tamb + Rth
∣∣∣Pavg

∣∣∣, (11)

where T is operating temperature of the battery, Tamb is the battery pack ambient temperature, RTh is
the thermal resistance of the battery pack.
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The effect of battery temperature on the lifetime of the battery is calculated from the Arrhenius
equation [53].

L(T) = aQe
bQ
T , (12)

where a and b correspond to the curve fitting parameters.
The impact of temperature on the battery degradation cost is given by Equation (13)

Ctemp = Cbat

∫ t f

ti

dt
Ti L(T)

, (13)

where Ti is the number of intervals in the total time period, and Cbat is the initial cost of the battery.
Apart from the temperature impact, average SOC of the battery also impacts the degradation

rate of the battery. A firm relation between the average SOC and battery degradation cost is given by
Equation (14):

Csoc = Cbat
m SOCavg − d

Q f ade n Ti
, (14)

where m, d and n are constants of curve fitting, and Q f ade is the capacity fade at the end of the
battery lifetime.

Finally, a relation between the lifetime of the energy storage device and the DOD of the battery
are presented in References [54,55]. Equation (15) depicts the cost per kWh of the battery DOD.

CDOD =
Cbat

2 N DOD Q µ2 , (15)

where N is the battery lifecycle for a particular DOD, and µ depicts the charging and discharging
efficiency of the battery.

Considering all the factors that impact the degradation of the battery, the cost function for
battery degradation is given by Equation (16) and the final objective function is achieved using (17)
after discretization,

Cbd = max
{
Ctemp, CDOD, CSOCavg

}
, (16)

CTi, run =

Ni∑
k=1

[CG(k) + Pb(k)∆tCbd(k)]. (17)

The proposed methodology for optimizing the power flow contributes to the improvement of the
lifetime of the system components, especially the storage devices. The PSO implementation for the
optimal selection of different power sources is illustrated in Figure 6.
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6. Experimental Work

A simulation system model, containing the realistic models for the electric network and the EV,
was developed to test the developed charging strategy and study its effects on the electric network. A
simplified illustration of the whole simulation system is presented in Figure 7.
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storage device (ESD) and intelligent energy management system (iEMS).

These models are developed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. The main script takes
data on driving distances and solar irradiance as input parameters. It then calculates the amount of
power that should be supplied to the EVs and the electricity grid respectively each hour, in order for
the self-consumption to be maximized and grid impact to be reduced. The parameters used for the
simulation of the proposed system is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters of grid-connected PV–EV charging station with an energy storage unit.

Components Rating

Solar Array 20 kW
Boost Converter 5 kHz, 500 V
DC link Voltage 500 V
Grid Parameters 2500 MVA, 120 kV

High Frequency Transformer 25 kva, 5 kHz, 500:80:80, three winding transformer
Electric Vehicle Mahindra severity

EV Battery
Lithium Battery

Nominal Voltage = 72 V
Rated Capacity = 200 Ah

Energy Storage Device Rated Power = 150 kW
Power Conversion Efficiency = 90%
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6.1. Electric Network Model

The used electric network model represents a typical grid-connected PV system with an energy
storage unit. The details for this synthetic electric network model are taken from MathWorks [56]. The
schematic of the developed electric network is presented in Figure 7. The developed system consists
of a 20 kW solar array connected to a 5 kHz boost converter with incremental conductance MPPT
algorithm. The PV network is connected to the grid via a three-phase voltage source converter (VSC).
The VSC can be operated both in inverter and rectifier mode in order to facilitate the power flow both
from the grid to charging stations and from PV to the grid. A 25-kVA high-frequency transformer is
used to provide isolation between GCPV and the EV charging, ESD unit.

6.2. EV Charging Model

The EVs can be modeled as systems composed of many dynamic dependencies. The key
components in the EV models are the charger and the battery. The EV model used in this research is
sourced from Reference [57]. It consists of blocks for the driving schedules, charger logic, converter
losses and the battery model as presented in Figure 8. The driving schedule block collects and passes
on the data regarding the EV ID, EV address and the EV demand DoDEV,n. The EV demand describes
the Depth of Discharge (DoD) of the nth EV. The EV ID specifies which of the EVs are connected and
the address specifies the household node for each EV. As soon as an EV is connected to the electric
network, the driving schedule block relays the details for the charger logic block and updates the
battery DoD information to the battery model block.
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The charger logic block receives data from four sources. The first input comes from the battery
model block, which continuously updates the charger logic block with the current SoCEV,n. The second
input comes from the EV fleet aggregator who submits the EV schedules. These schedules are directly
used by the charger logic block. The third input receives the current voltages from the electric network
model. The fourth input comes from the driving schedule. The charger’s main function is to convert
the AC power into DC power, which is essential to charge the battery. The charger logic block processes
the received data and regulates the battery charging in a manner that the local network voltage limits,
set for each EV separately, are not violated. It also computes the appropriate charging power rates as
they are dependent on the batteries’ SoCEV,n levels, as explained in Reference [57].

6.3. Modes of Operation

The model is built on the idea of matching hourly charging powers and PV power generation,
meeting daily charging demands and achieving constant power exchange with the electricity grid.
Since the driving distance for each EV is randomly selected each day, the charging demand of the
car park is unique for each day of the simulated year. The level of self-sufficiency depends on the
amount of installed PV power. If the accumulated PV energy generation for one day equals the car
park demand, all PV generated power is supplied directly to the EVs. If the accumulated PV energy
generation falls short of the daily car park demand, the deficit is supplied from the electricity grid,
evenly distributed over all workday hours. If the daily PV energy generation exceeds the car park
demand; the excess power is supplied to the electricity grid as evenly distributed as possible. In this
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case, where the PV system generates excess energy, the power exchange with the electricity grid is
different each hour, depending on whether the hourly PV energy generation is higher or lower than
the mean excess energy generation. The complete scenario of charging the EVS by considering all the
constraints is explained in nine different modes, as shown in Figure 9.
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Mode 1: PV generation full, EV load Available and ESD has less charge.
In this scenario, the PV generation is happening under standard test conditions and considered

to generate maximum power. Since all the systems EV1, EV2 and ESD act as loads and are ready to
charge, and the power demanded is greater than the power generated from the PV. In this condition,
the grid supports the PV in satisfying the load.

Mode 2: PV generation partial, EV load Available and ESD has less charge.
In this scenario, the PV generation is considered to happen under varying irradiance conditions.

Here the power generated from the PV is low. Since all the systems EV1, EV2 and ESD act as loads and
are ready to charge, and the power demanded is greater than the power generated from the PV. In this
condition, the grid supports the PV in satisfying the load.

Mode 3: PV generation partial, EV load Available and ESD is fully charged.
In this scenario, the PV generation is considered to happen under varying irradiance conditions.

Here the power generated from the PV is low. Since both EV1 and EV2 act as loads and are ready to
charge, and the power demanded is greater than the power generated from the PV. In this condition,
both the grid and ESD supports the PV in satisfying the load depending upon the requirement of
the user.
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Mode 4: No PV generation, EV load Available and ESD is fully charged.
In this scenario, the PV generation is zero. Since both the EVs are ready to charge, and the power

demanded is greater than the power generated from the PV and power available from the battery. In
this condition, the grid supports the ESD in satisfying the load and PV remains disconnected from
the system.

Mode 5: No PV generation, EV load Available and ESD has less charge.
In this scenario, the grid satisfies the changing needs of the EV station. The PV remains

disconnected from the charging dock, and once the charging needs of the EVs are satisfied, and the
load connected to the utility is less, then the grid charges the ESD.

Mode 6: PV generation full, Partial EV load Available and ESD has less charge.
In this scenario, the PV generation is happening under standard test conditions and considered to

generate maximum power. Since the ESD has less charge, and EV load available is less and ready to
charge, the PV satisfies the EV load first and then charges the ESD.

Mode 7: PV generation partial, Partial EV load Available and ESD has less charge.
In this scenario, the PV generation is considered to happen under varying irradiance conditions.

Here the power generated from the PV is low. Since the ESD has less charge, EV load available is less
and ready to charge, and the power demanded is greater than the power generated from the PV. In
this condition, PV satisfies the EV load first and then charges the ESD depending upon the generating
capability of the PV.

Mode 8: No PV generation, No EV load Available and ESD is fully charged.
In this scenario, the grid satisfies the utilities connected to it. The ESD remains connected with the

charging docks.
Mode 9: PV generation full, No EV load Available and ESD is fully charged.
In this scenario, the PV generation is happening under standard test conditions and considered to

generate maximum power. Since the EV load is not available and the ESD is fully charged, the PV
transfers its power to the grid.

By bearing these scenarios in mind, the model, considered above, is simulated to observe the
efficiency of the proposed charging and converter control strategy. The optimal power flow is achieved
by adapting the cost function achieved in Equation (17). The forecasting data to perform the experiment
is considered as follows:

The irradiance profile for performing the experiment is considered as depicted in Figure 10.
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From Figure 10, it is observed that there is variation in irradiance at multiple instances, this is
considered to replicate the behavior of PV system in real-time. By considering the real-time operation,
the PV systems depict five times the difference in energy yield for change in environmental conditions.
Due to this change, the ratings of the PV converter can be resized by 30%, which corresponds to a 3.2%
loss of energy [58]. Apart from the change in irradiance, the impact of using two stage conversion
for grid-connected PV system, the switching frequencies, the high frequency DC-DC converter at the
charging end and the impact of varying loads in the system also contribute for the power loss in the
system. A detailed explanation on power loss in grid-connected PV system and the impact of EV/ESD
charging and discharging in a grid-connected system were given in References [59–61]. Since the
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system design considered for this research investigates the best design for grid-connected PV system
to achieve efficient charging of EV and ESD, and the power flow in the considered to be unidirectional,
the power loss calculation is neglected.

Apart from the irradiance profile, the major assumptions considered for this research are as follow:
The SOC of ESD is 10%and it is considered to be in charging mode and hence it acts as a load, and
the SOC of EV1 is 40%, and SOC of EV 2 is 30% and were connected with the GCPV. The process of
implementing PSO for developing the proposed methodology as per the forecasted data is given in the
following steps.

Initialization of PSO:
Objective: For charging the vehicle finding an optimal power source using Equation (17).
Topology: Swarm optimization star configuration is used to ensure that all particle communicates

with each other.
Definition of particles: Depending upon the power capacity of PV and ESD, particles are defined.
Fitness Function: The equation is used to maximize and minimize the power generated during the

charging and discharging process.
Search Space: (Constraints) The major constraints to be considered for this problem is that the

hours must be a positive real number, which is limited by arrival and departure time.
PSO parameters: The PSO parameters tested for this control are depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. Tested PSO parameters.

Parameters Value

No of particles in swarm 24
No of iterations 30

Parameters to be identified 2
Search Space Range [0 50; 0 10];
Swarm declaration Zero
Velocity Clamping [3; 1];

The best performance of the proposed switching strategy as per the power available is obtained
from the PSO implemented and the corresponding results are depicted in Figure 11.
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Figure 11a shows the best position for feeding the load continuously as per the power available
from different sources. The initial position defines the power generation capacity of various sources at
the time of interaction with the load. Whereas, the current position defines the source feeding the load
irrespective of the availability of the source or the status of the load, and the best position is defined
based on the load power and generation capacity. Figure 11b depicts the best response of the PSO in
finding the optimal power flow path for satisfying the loads connected at the DC link.

Considering the optimal power flow path defined by the PSO for the forecasted data, the
experimental analysis is carried out as follows:

Initially, the PV generation is set to high by operating it under STC. During this period the PV
is able to charge the EVs with rated power without any support from the grid. After 0.6 s, the PV
generation is set to zero by varying the irradiance of the system. Here the grid comes into the scenario,
in order to support the EV charging. At 2.4 s, the PV generation is minimized to generate 20% of the
rated power by varying the irradiance of the system, as shown in Figure 10. In this case, the grid
continuously supports the charging process of the system. The PSO here monitors the generation and
load profile of both the grid and EV charging docks in order to provide fast switching between the
sources as depicted in Figure 12.
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A high-frequency transformer is used to provide isolation between charging docks, ESD and the
grid-connected PV system. Finally, as per the specification of the vehicle mentioned in the section,
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the EVs were able to charge at rated voltage and current even with disturbances in PV generation, as
shown in Figure 14a,b.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 22 of 25 
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From the results, it can be observed that the developed power flow optimization algorithm,
effectively identifies the availability of power generated by various sources and schedules them as per
the load requirement. The developed algorithm achieves fast switching between various sources in
order to satisfy the loads continuously without any interruption. Further, the developed algorithm
can also be adapted for improving the lifetime of the energy storage device, which is integrated with
the system.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an optimized power flow algorithm for grid-connected photovoltaic system with an
energy storage device for charging of electric vehicles is realized. The following objectives are achieved
throughout the paper:

1. The need to adopt renewable energy systems for the charging of electric vehicles is studied.
2. The advantage of using an energy storage device with grid integrated PV systems for charging

EVs is depicted.
3. The major role of converters in achieving optimal and bidirectional power flow between various

sources and loads is realized, and a multiport converter is designed for achieving the objective.
4. The need for an intelligent-energy management system for operating the power converter as per

the availability of power from the sources and demand on the load side is achieved by developing
an optimal power flow algorithm.

5. The developed algorithm is tested with a simulation setup by observing the various modes of
operation on the system.

All results and conclusions are based on the assumption that the model created in MATLAB is
implemented as a system that adjusts EV charging. A grid-connected PV–EV charging system with an
energy storage device is developed in this paper. A multiport converter is designed to accommodate
efficient power flow between multiple sources and the loads. The developed converter is controlled
by adapting particle swarm optimization, which acts as an intelligent energy management system
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for dynamic power management at the charging station. An objective function is formulated for
scheduling optimal power flow between various sources and loads in the system. The simulation
results depict that the new control strategy efficiently shifts between the sources within a stipulated
time and continuously supports the charging station.
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